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Abstract The microwave backscatter properties of surf zone waves are analyzed using field observations.
By utilizing a preexisting, independent, water surface discrimination technique, the microwave returns were
extracted along individual waveforms and the data from shoaling (steepening) waves, surf zone breaking
waves, and remnant foam were separated and quantified. In addition, a wave tracking analysis technique
allows the returns to be examined on a wave-by-wave basis as individual waves progress through the shoal-
ing zone and break on a nearshore sand bar. Normalized radar cross sections (NRCS), polarization ratios,
Doppler spectra, and scatterer velocities were collected using a dual-polarized, X-band radar operating at
lower grazing angles than previously reported (1�–3.5�). The results indicate that the maximum NRCS levels
are from the active breaking portions of the wave and were consistently about 220 dB, regardless of radar
polarization, azimuth angle, wave height, or wind speed. In addition, breaking waves induce broadening of
the Doppler spectra and mean scatterer velocities that correlate well with the carrier wave celerity. Analysis
of the polarization ratios suggest that the active breaking portions of the wave are depolarized but that
higher polarization ratios (>0 dB) are found on the leading edges shoreward of the active breaking portions
of the waves, which indicates a clear distinction between two scattering regimes. These results are consist-
ent with scattering from a very rough surface that is being mechanically generated by the breaking process,
showing a good agreement with the expected grazing angle dependency of a Lambertian scatterer.

1. Introduction

The nearshore portions of the ocean are unique areas where the presence of land (and shallow water) is a
dominant influence on the hydrodynamic processes at play. Over the past few decades, there have been
considerable efforts to utilize remote sensors to effectively sample this region [see Holman and Haller, 2013,
for a review]. Parameters that are retrievable in a routine operational sense via radar remote sensing,
include: bathymetry [e.g., Bell, 1999; Flampouris et al., 2008], wave directional distributions [e.g., Young et al.,
1985; Frasier et al., 1995; Nieto Borge et al., 1999; Izquierdo and Guedes Soares, 2005], wave runup [Hasan and
Takewaka, 2009], and surf zone morphology [e.g., Ruessink et al., 2002; McNinch, 2007]. In general, the
retrieval of these parameters does not depend significantly on the details of the radar backscattering proc-
esses; hence, these were the first parameters to be operationalized.

However, more recently, efforts have been made to assimilate nearshore radar remote sensing data into
numerical models [van Dongeren et al., 2008] and also use it for the estimation of alongshore currents [Perkovic
et al., 2009], swash zone velocities [Puleo et al., 2003], water surface elevations [Dankert and Rosenthal, 2004],
wave breaking [Farquharson et al., 2005; Catal�an et al., 2011], surface wave fields [Nwogu and Lyzenga, 2010],
and to monitor rip currents [Haller et al., 2014]. These applications are more dependent on the backscattering
processes, especially those related to wave breaking. In surf zones, it is generally understood that wave break-
ing is the main process governing wave height variability and, more importantly, is the dominant hydrody-
namic forcing mechanism. Hence, in order to identify wave breaking in radar returns and better utilize the
measurements for the estimation of nearshore wave and current conditions, it is necessary to have a solid
understanding of the radar backscatter processes from breaking versus nonbreaking waves in the nearshore.

Based on work primarily performed in intermediate and deep water wave regimes, and neglecting the con-
tribution from wave breaking, microwave scattering from the ocean surface over a broad range of incidence
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angles is well modeled by Composite Surface Theory (CST), whereby Bragg scattering is modulated by the
two-scale ocean surface [Wright, 1968; Bass et al., 1968]. The applicable range of incidence angles is from
about 20� to 60� for vertical transmit and receive (VV polarization) but only from 20� to 45� for horizontal
transmit and receive (HH polarization) [Plant et al., 2010]. However, for deployments in the nearshore region,
the viewing geometry is usually at large incidence angles (low grazing angles, LGA) and wave breaking
occurs much more frequently; hence, previous research has shown that in this regime the scattering differs
from CST predictions.

These differences from CST, i.e., scattering anomalies, are manifested as larger normalized radar cross sections
(NRCS, r0 in dB) than can be explained by CST. These large scattering events can also have relatively long
durations and have traditionally been called sea spikes [e.g., Trizna, 1997]. Other aspects of spike events that
deviate from CST include a broadening of the Doppler spectrum and a large offset of the expected Doppler
velocities [e.g., Smith et al., 1996; Lee et al., 1995; Plant, 1997]. In addition, higher NRCS for HH polarization
than for VV [e.g., Lewis and Olin, 1980; Frasier et al., 1998] leads to polarization ratios, RHV 5 r0HH/r0VV, exceed-
ing unity [Trizna, 1991; Hwang et al., 2008], which contradicts the CST prediction that RHV< 1.

The source of these scattering anomalies are the least understood aspect of radar remote sensing, but the
observational evidence clearly supports their association with breaking waves and/or steep (potentially incipi-
ent breaking) waves. A wide range of scattering models exits that can partially explain the observations,
including wedge diffraction [Kalmykov and Pustovoytenko, 1976; Lyzenga et al., 1983], the presence of plumes
[Wetzel, 1986], or bound waves [Plant, 1997, 2003], specular reflection [Liu et al., 1998], and multipath scatter-
ing [Sletten et al., 1996; Trizna, 1997; West et al., 1998; Plant et al., 2010]. While all of these phenomena are rea-
sonably thought to be associated with breaking waves, they are not fundamental characteristics of all
breaking waves. Nor do they explicitly require the presence of rough, turbulent whitewater, and active dissipa-
tion, which is the nominal definition of wave breaking. On the other hand, the hydrodynamic forcing due to
active breaking is considerably greater than that due to nonbreaking steep waves, especially in the nearshore
[e.g., Svendsen, 2006]. Hence, the specific identification of active breaking is important.

Since a large portion of previous observations of scattering anomalies were collected in intermediate or
deep water, assuming these results also apply to the surf zone would require that the hydrodynamics of
wave breaking, the scattering mechanisms, and their relative contribution to the radar returns be the same
in the two regions. However, there are several important differences between wave breaking in the near-
shore versus offshore areas. For example, in the surf zone wave breaking is depth limited and persistent,
and the size of the breaking crests is typically much larger than found in the offshore whitecapping regime.
In addition, waves in the surf zone are mostly decoupled from the wind field and, finally, the relationship
between the breaking wavelengths and their frequency is changed from that in deep water.

Despite these differences, only a handful of previous research has attempted to characterize the microwave
scattering from surf zone waves. Among the earliest observations are those of Kalmykov et al. [1976] who
attempted to relate the observed backscatter to the production of droplets by breaking waves. Lewis and
Olin [1980] using a dual-polarized X-band sensor at 5� grazing found that sea spikes were well correlated
with whitewater formation observed on synchronous optical data. A power differentiation between break-
ing and nonbreaking events was also observed, with the latter scattering about 15 dB less than the peak 1.7
dB at 9.2 GHz. Peak power of the spikes showed little polarization sensitivity and they suggested an iso-
tropic mechanism from a very rough surface, such that the normalized scattering cross section would be
directly related to the ratio of breaker area to the illuminated area. Subsequently, Phillips [1988] also pro-
posed a model that assumed that NRCS was constant across whitecap areas. Haller and Lyzenga [2003] col-
lected X-band (VV) observations of the surf zone, although at midincidence angles (31� and 46� grazing),
and demonstrated that the backscattered power correlated well with the video-derived, areal coverage of
the wave roller (the turbulent mass of air and water that propagates with broken waves in shallow water),
which again supports a spatially constant normalized scattering cross section in the region of active break-
ing. In particular, their data suggested a spatially constant NRCS of 21.9 dB at 31� grazing.

Puleo et al. [2003] collected surf (and swash) zone observations with a high-resolution (3 m range, 0.5� azi-
muth) Doppler radar. Although they focused on how the measured surface velocity signals compared with
shallow water wave theory, they also observed that incipient breaking (very steep) waves could yield scatter-
ing levels similar to those of active breaking waves. In a subsequent study using the same data set,
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Farquharson et al. [2005] found that peak NRCS of the observed breakers were typically in excess of 25 dB at
5� grazing. These data were unique in that the observed NRCS exhibited a cross-shore decay as waves pro-
gressed shoreward through the surf, which corresponds to an increasing grazing angle. Although not devel-
oped explicitly for nearshore breaking waves, existing scattering models predict an increase in NRCS with
grazing angle, for instance, wedge models [Lyzenga et al., 1983], plumes [Wetzel, 1990], or bound waves [Plant,
1997]. However, Farquharson et al. [2005] associated this cross-shore decrease in the NRCS with the decay of a
bore, modeled as a smooth scattering half-cylinder following Wetzel [1986]. Likely because they used a high-
resolution system, they did not specifically analyze whether beam filling played a role as the size of the surf
zone bores decayed across the surf zone. However, the wave conditions during their experiment were mild
and the wavelengths were fairly short (water depth at breaking �1 m, peak period �5.2 s).

One aspect in the analysis of microwave scattering from breaking waves under field conditions that has
always been a challenge, is identifying and separating the returns from the breaking versus nonbreaking
portions of the water surface. Hand-in-hand with this issue is the relationship between the spatial scale of
individual breakers and the spatial resolution of a given radar (i.e., beam filling) of which there is a wide vari-
ety. In the present work, we use an objective detection methodology that is based on the fusion of data
from two remote sensors operating at very different frequencies (X-band and optical, see Catal�an et al.
[2011]). The identification method determines the time and space separation of the different stages of
wave transformation (shoaling, breaking, remnant foam), which are then applied as a categorical filter in
the analysis of radar backscatter from a synchronized research radar. The approach is similar to that of Liu
et al. [1998] in deep water, who manually correlated and categorized radar spikes with surface features as
observed within the entire field of view for a large number selected optical images. Here we improve this
categorization by automating the process and by performing pixel-by-pixel categorizations. This also allows
using the identification method to assess the influence of beam filling on the results.

We define three stages of the surf zone breaking cycle as the sources of interest. First, the shoaling stage,
when intermediate/shallow water waves gradually grow higher and whose front face becomes gradually
steeper. Next, active breaking, defined as the location of the wave roller where most of the organized wave
energy dissipation takes place (hence relevant for nearshore hydrodynamics); and remnant foam corre-
sponding to patches of turbulence, foam, and bubbles that are left behind the wave crest and can last for
several wave periods. This methodology allows us to follow, on a wave-by-wave basis, the tempospatial
evolution of a suite of standard microwave parameters. We focus our analysis on depth-limited breaking of
gravity waves over an offshore sandbar, which allows us to analyze large-scale events at grazing angles in
the range 1�–3.5�, thus lower grazing angles than those previously reported.

2. Experimental Data and Preliminary Processing

Nearshore remote sensing observations were collected over a 6 week period between 10 April and 22 May
2008 at the US Army Corp of Engineers Field Research Facility (FRF), Duck, NC during the Multi Remote Sen-
sor Experiment in the NearShore Ocean (MR-SENSO). In the following, we utilize the FRF coordinate system
(see Figure 1) where the cross-shore coordinate is denoted x and points offshore, the y coordinate points
roughly 18� west of the north, and z 5 0 corresponds to NADV29. During the experiment, the beach profile
had a relatively uniform alongshore bar at x 5 300 2 400 m, and the shoreline was located about
x 5 90 2 100 m [Catal�an et al., 2011]. Data were collected using three remote sensors, focusing on the wave
evolution as waves progressed over the offshore bar-trough system toward the shore. The first sensor, Riv-
erRad, is an X-band (9.36 GHz), dual polarization (HH, VV) coherent radar developed by the Applied Physics
Lab at the University of Washington [Plant et al., 2005]. It was deployed on the crest of the dune at the north
end of the FRF property, at x 5 54.4 m, y 5 936.2 m, and z 5 10.2 m. To maximize the overlapping area cov-
erage with the other two sensors, the RiverRad acquisition scheme was set to collect observations along
roughly 960 m range lines with a resolution of 7.5 m. Data were collected in a staring mode for 2 min, after
which the antennas were mechanically rotated. A total of nine azimuthal locations separated by roughly
10� were used, resulting in the partial coverage of a circular sector of about 80�, spanning from a direct off-
shore look direction to a nearly alongshore look direction at the shoreline as shown in Figure 1. Clockwise
and counterclockwise rotations were alternated and the system collected data almost continuously
throughout the experiment. Data were delivered as received power and converted to NRCS r0 (hi, r, t), by
calibrating it against a standard reflector before and after the experiment. The Doppler spectrum and the
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Doppler offset at the spectral peak were recorded at each of the 128 range bins. A single Doppler spectrum
averaged over the whole 2 min data collection was stored at each range bin, as well as 84 values of NRCS
and Doppler offset at a sampling resolution of 0.53 s. The gain pattern characteristics of the antenna meant
that upon calibration, NRCS values at ranges shorter than r 5 200 m where artificially increased and will not
be considered in the analysis.

The second remote sensing system was comprised of three optical cameras from the ARGUS III observing
station established at the FRF by the Coastal Imaging Lab, Oregon State University [see Holman and Stanley,
2007, for a review]. For the purpose of this experiment, a high-resolution rectangular pixel array was
designed spanning x 5 60–600 m and y 5 500–1000 m with spatial resolution of Dx 5 2 m and Dy 5 5 m,
using cameras 0, 3, and 1 as shown in Figure 1. Optical (video) pixel intensity data I (x, y, t) were collected at
a sampling rate of 2 Hz for 31 min, hourly during daylight hours (seven collections per day).

Finally, the third sensor was a single polarization (HH polarized) marine radar operating at X-band
(9.45 GHz). Data were collected hourly at a nominal rotation rate of 44 rpm or roughly 0.7 Hz, but only col-
lections synchronous with the optical sets are used here. The large swath and synchronization of the optical
and marine radar sensors allows the data to be used in conjunction to discriminate between the different
stages of the breaking cycle on a wave-by-wave basis following the joint discrimination of Catal�an et al.
[2011]. The discrimination method is based on a heuristic model that can be summarized as follows: (1)
active breaking is expected to be bright in both sensors, (2) remnant foam is optically bright but dark in the
radar signal, and (3) very steep front faces of nonbreaking waves are bright in radar but dark in the optical
signal. Since very steep fronts can yield very large backscattering levels [e.g., Liu et al., 1998; Frasier et al.,
1998; Puleo et al., 2003], it is relevant to study how it compares against the scattering from breaking waves.
Hence, an additional rule was added to the discrimination algorithm to discern very steep waves from the
remaining nonbreaking waves. Since the optical signal of nonbreaking waves becomes darker as the wave
becomes steeper [J€ahne et al., 1994], this discrimination is achieved by defining a darkness threshold It

d for
the optical data. The updated discrimination rule becomes [see Catal�an et al., 2011, equation (3d)]:

Iðx; y; tÞ < It
d & r0ðx; y; tÞ � rt

0; (1)

where It
d is the optical intensity threshold to separate very steep waves and rt

0 is the power threshold (in
dB) for the marine radar record. From now on, we shall refer to these very steep waves simply as steep
waves. The method is generally not sensitive to the values of the brightness thresholds used, and test dis-
criminations by substituting the marine radar by RiverRad HH data instead yield similar results, ensuring the
robustness of the scheme.

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the field of view of the sensors and sensor location. Gray line arcs denote the swath covered by RiverRad (solid) and the marine radar (dashed), respectively.
Background is merged images from the ARGUS III station where white dashed lines denote camera boundaries. The vertical white line indicates the location of the FRF pier, and the solid
square and circle the location of the marine radar and RiverRad, respectively. Gray-shaded areas indicate the RiverRad swaths. (b) Zoom in of the video image. Black lines correspond to
the RiverRad radar cells. White arrows indicate sample radar cells uniformly covered by active breaking.
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In the following, we focus the analysis on 31 RiverRad collection periods, which correspond to 11 sets of
optical and marine radar data. In the following, each collection is identified based upon the sequential num-
ber of the RiverRad collection. The timing of the 31 RiverRad collections is indicated by light gray vertical
lines in Figure 2, where sample collection identifiers are shown for reference.

These collections correspond to the decaying phase of a storm, when the environmental conditions showed
large variability in significant wave height, wind speed, and wave direction, but wave period and wave
direction remained fairly constant, as can be seen in Figure 2. Spatial coverage of remnant foam decayed as
wave energy and wind speed decayed. We focus on azimuthal look directions spanning from / 5 27� to
48�, clockwise relative to the cross-shore axis.

The wave stage tag (breaking, steep, foam) for each instance was thus retrieved by table look up proce-
dures and applied as a categorical filter on the RiverRad data, which allows us to examine the backscatter-
ing levels and other quantities as a function of scattering source. The time series of video and RiverRad HH
were reduced and interpolated to the time and spatial domain of the RiverRad VV data, thus ensuring spa-
tial and temporal pixel-to-pixel comparisons.

3. Results

We focus our attention on a set of standard microwave parameters and examine their dependence on the
wave stage. These are the backscattered power at both polarizations (NRCS r0HH and r0VV, in dB), the polar-
ization ratio (RHV 5 r0HH /r0VV, in dB), the Doppler spectrum (S(f), in dB), and Doppler offset (frequency of
the Doppler spectral peak, fD, in Hz) at each polarization. Given that RiverRad data are collected along fixed
radial lines, time-space images (Hovm€oller diagrams) along specific radials are used unless otherwise noted.

Figure 2. Wave and environmental conditions during data collection. Vertical gray lines indicate the RiverRad runs used in the analysis. (a)
Significant wave height, Hm0; (b) peak wave period, Tp; (c) mean wave direction relative to the FRF x axis; (d) wind speed, U; and (e) wind
direction relative to the FRF x axis.
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Time is given in seconds relative to the beginning of the RiverRad collection. The spatial coordinate r, in m,
corresponds to the horizontal distance between the radar cell and RiverRad along the look direction (i.e.,
ground range).

Figure 3 shows sample time-space images of the calibrated marine radar r0, the optical intensity signal, and
RiverRad r0HH and r0VV, along with the categorical filter results for collection 23688. The data indicate that
almost all of the individual waves are breaking between r 5 200 2 400 m and, overall, the three radar
images are very similar. However, shoaling waves offshore of breaking show somewhat larger r0VV signals
than r0HH (compare Figure 3c and Figure 3d, as indicated by white ellipses at t 5 75s and r 5 500 m), which
would be expected within CST [e.g., Plant, 1990].

3.1. Breaking Detection
Figure 4 shows sample results of the detection algorithm for three different collections. Colored contours
demarcating wave breaking, remnant foam, and steep waves are overlaid on the optical image. It can be

Figure 3. Sample time-space maps for collection 23688. (a) Marine radar calibrated, r0 (dB); (b) optical pixel intensity, I; (c) RiverRad, r0HH (dB); (d) RiverRad, r0VV (dB); (e) video time expo-
sure showing the RiverRad look direction as dotted line. Arcs correspond to radial distances to RiverRad, (f) results of the breaking detection showing breaking (red*), steep waves
(green), and remnant foam (cyan) areas. Gray scale corresponds to the microwave NRCS (dB) for plots (a–d).
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seen that a visually pleasing discrimination is achieved throughout most of the field of view, especially
between active breaking and remnant foam.

Previous studies have shown that partial coverage of the radar cell can lead to a decrease in the NRCS, even
though partial coverage by breaking waves is significantly larger in the surf zone than in deep water [Lewis
and Olin, 1980; Haller and Lyzenga, 2003]. For this reason, we estimate the percentage of the RiverRad radar
cell that has a common discrimination tag by taking advantage of the higher resolution of the optical data.

Figure 4. (left) Results of the breaking detection algorithm superimposed on their corresponding optical intensity images. Contours demarcate areas where BF�k � 75% for active break-
ing (red), steep events (green), and remnant foam (cyan). White contour indicates the trajectory of an individual wave, analyzed in section 3.2.1. (right) Beam filling fraction of the break-
ing waves expressed in percentage. Colorscale refers to right plots. (a–b) Collection 23691, (c–d) Collection 24863, and (e–f) Collection 24868.
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To do this, each video pixel is assigned a value (k 5 1, 2, 3) depending on whether it is active breaking, steep
waves or remnant foam. Next, the percentage coverage is estimated as:

BFk�5Njk5k�=N; (2)

where BFk� is the beam filling fraction of the k*th surface type; Njk5k� is the number of pixels that satisfy
k 5k* within a given radar cell; and N is the total number of video pixels within the RiverRad footprint
(between 4 and 16 for the ranges used here). As can be seen in the right plots of Figure 4, beam filling
factors exceeding 75% are not uncommon. These values are larger than those found by Haller and Lyzenga
[2003] at the same coastal site, although in their case for smaller waves in the inner surf zone, Hm0 � 0:68m.
Our results focus on the outer surf zone, where a breaking wave can fill a few consecutive radar cells even
at oblique looks (see the cells indicated by white arrows in Figure 1b). Considering that a partial coverage
of 75% only reduces the NRCS by about 1 dB, in the following most of the analysis focuses on data satisfy-
ing BF�k � 0:75 for all stages, although data with lower values of BF�k are retained in some figures for
reference.

3.2. Backscattered Power and Polarization Ratio
3.2.1. Evolution of Individual Events
We first analyze the scattering characteristics of individual waves as they progress shoreward and evolve
through the different stages of the breaking cycle. For each collection, an individual wave is isolated by
manually tracking the wavefront in the time-space images such as Figure 4. At each time step, a 52.5 m
long window moving with wave is selected to obtain the along-range profile of the signal. In Figure 4 (left
plots), selected wave trajectory envelopes are demarcated with white contours, where it can be seen that
the selection encompasses shoaling, active breaking, and remnant foam. In Figures 5–7, results are pre-
sented for two representative conditions: a higher energy wave climate on 13 May (collection 23691,
Hm0 � 2:5m, Tp � 11:7s), which also exhibits a large amount of remnant foam in the wave troughs; and col-
lections 24863 and 24868 on 15 May, which have clearer signatures of the dark fronts indicative of steepen-
ing shoaling waves (Hm0 � 1:15m, Tp � 11:6s). Results include look directions of / � 2� and / � 28�

relative to the cross-shore axis.

Figure 5. Space-time evolution of a wave under energetic conditions at / � 28� (collection 23691). (a) Spatial profiles of video intensity tracking the same wave as it propagates, (b) cor-
responding r0HH (dB), and (c) corresponding r0VV (dB). Thicker lines denote sections of the profiles identified as wave breaking where dots indicate data with BFbreaking� 75%. (right verti-
cal plot) Video time-space map of the event with profiles identified. Gray scale corresponds to the optical pixel intensity.
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Figure 5 shows range profiles, at different time steps thus moving with the wave, for collection 23691 at /
� 28�. The rightmost plot shows the optical intensity time-space image, where selected range profiles are
marked alphabetically starting from offshore (profile letters also shown at bottom of bottom left plot). The
upper left plot shows the optical intensity of these profiles. Instances where active breaking has been identi-
fied are highlighted with thicker lines, and locations where BFbreaking� 0.75 are marked with large colored
dots. The middle plot shows the corresponding backscattered r0HH, while the bottom plot shows the r0VV.

Figure 6. Space-time evolution of a shoaling wave for mild wave conditions at / � 28� (collection 24863). Same key as Figure 5.

Figure 7. Space-time evolution of a shoaling wave for mild wave conditions at / � 2� (collection 24868). Same key as Figure 5.
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In both cases, the noise level has been subtracted from the series and data below the noise level are not
shown. We can thus follow the time history of the wave and the corresponding changes in the optical and
microwave signals. For instance, in the profile marked as a, the wave shows an optically dark signature as
expected from optical specular scattering from the tilted wavefront. In contrast, the microwave scattering is
relatively strong at both polarizations. In this profile, peak NRCS values are aligned with the darker section
of the optical data, therefore, the steepest section of the wave. This is consistent with scattering in accord-
ance with the CST. Profiles b and c keep the low optical levels but show a sudden drop in the backscattered
signal, even below the noise level at HH. As the wave continuously evolves, it resumes scattering at larger
levels (230 dB) in d, where it can be seen that HH reaches its peak value further shoreward than VV. At e,
the wave enters the zone of remnant foam from the previous breaker, and then begins to break. There both
polarizations show a significant increase in the NRCS and scatter at similar levels (peaking around 220 dB).
Throughout the breaking phase of the wave (profiles f to k), both polarizations scatter at similar levels, and
their range-dependent shape is similar, although HH shows a broader peak which spans about 30 m at f
and decreases to 15 m at l. During this time, the optical intensity decays gradually but all these profiles
have been classified as breaking events. By profile m the wave has ceased breaking and shows a drop in
the backscattered power. As the nonbreaking wave progresses through the bar-trough, VV scatters more
strongly than HH.

Figure 6 shows profiles for collection 24863 at / � 28� , when wave energy and wind speed were moderate.
Here a steep shoaling wave is clearly imaged with optically dark front faces correlated with locally increased
backscatter until the onset of breaking. It can be seen that during the shoaling phase (profiles a through i),
VV shows larger returns than HH (typically around 20 dB larger) and the peaks at both polarizations align
well with the minima in the video signal. As waves move onshore, thus increasing grazing angle, the max-
ima show a gradual increase, most noticeable at HH. However, the maxima for these steep waves are at
least 10 dB less than the maximum values observed for breaking waves (profiles j and k). During active
breaking, the NRCS maxima are similar at both polarizations and comparable to those of the more energetic
wave conditions, peaking about 220 dB (collection 23688, cf. Figure 5).

Finally, Figure 7 shows an upwave look (/ � 2�) for the same conditions as Figure 6. The evolution is similar
to the oblique incidence case, but r0HH values fall below the noise level during the shoaling phase. In turn,
r0VV profiles are similar to the more oblique cases. Scattering from the active breaking sections of the wave
does not indicate a dependence on look angle, peaking again close to 220 dB.

Figure 8. Space-time evolution of the polarization ratio for the corresponding profiles of Figures 5–7. Same key as Figure 5. Events with
NRCS below the noise level have been removed. (a) Collection 23691, (b) Collection 24863, and (c) Collection 24868.
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Next, we analyze the polarization ratio, defined as RHV 5 r0HH/r0VV (r0HH 2 r0VV in dB). According to CST, RHV

should be always less than unity (or 0 dB), and for specular scattering it should be exactly unity. However,
previous research has suggested that scattering from breaking waves yields polarization ratios larger than
CST predictions and even exceeding unity [e.g., Lewis and Olin, 1980; Kwoh and Lake, 1984; Trizna et al.,
1991; Lee et al., 1995], and therefore RHV values in this range have been considered as a wave breaking indi-
cator [Hwang et al., 2008]. However, large polarization ratios have also been associated with steep waves
[Liu et al., 1998; West and Ja, 2002] and explained by nonCST scattering mechanisms.

Figure 8 shows the evolution of the polarization ratio for the profiles shown in Figures 5–7. The majority of
the nonbreaking profiles show polarization ratios well below 0 dB (e.g., profiles a to f in Figures 8b and 8c).
Polarization ratios of breaking waves in turn concentrate near 0 dB, with an apparent bias toward slightly
negative values. The maximum ratios occur at instances shoreward of breaking sections, with large positive
values. In general, the increase of RHV in front of active breaking is very abrupt, typically changing from
small negative values to large positive ones over a few radar bins along range. This is consistent with the
peak of r0HH across a breaking wave being more broad in range, as seen in Figures 5–7.

3.2.2. Ensemble Results
Results from the wave tracking data suggest that scattering magnitudes from the active breaking section of
the waves are distinct from the other stages of the breaking cycle. Next, we assemble the ensemble results
from all collections grouped by water surface type. We define an event as the ensemble of connected pixels
in the time-space image for a given surface type, at each time step. Results are delivered as a function of
the grazing angle measured at the centroid of the event, and are presented in terms of the median NRCS of
the group. Typical events gathered up to 5 pixels (i.e., 37.5 m), and the following results consider 2584
breaking events, 305 steep events, and 4890 remnant foam events.

Figure 9 shows the histograms of median NRCS, where the colorscale represents the frequency count at
each NRCS-range bin, where the top three rows correspond to breaking waves, steep waves, and remnant
foam, respectively. Superimposed on the histograms the median of the median NRCS are shown. These
median values are also plotted together on the bottom row for comparison among wave stages. For active
breaking events (top), it can be seen that the larger frequency counts concentrate at large NRCS values,
peaking near 220 dB. At very low grazing (less than 1.5�) scattering levels increase rapidly with angle but at
larger incidence, the dependency on grazing angle becomes weaker varying just a few dB between 1.5�

and 3.0� grazing, where the median NRCS typically exceeds 230 dB.

Figures 9c and 9d show the results for steep waves. These backscatter slightly less strongly than the active
breaking waves although can reach large values on occasion. Also, r0HH shows weaker returns than r0VV.
Finally, in Figures 9e and 9f the data from regions of remnant foam are shown. While significant scatter is
present, the median NRCS concentrate about 240 to 250 dB, which is significantly less than those of steep
and breaking waves. The median NRCS shows a gradual increase with grazing angle, changing about 20 dB
between 1.0� and 3.5� grazing.

In Figure 10, a similar analysis is presented but grouping data by look angle instead. Breakers and foam
show no dependency on look angle, and scatter at significantly different levels. Steep waves in turn, show a
clearer dependency on look angle, decreasing as the latter increases.

Figure 11 shows results for the median polarization ratio as a function of grazing angle. It can be seen that
all wave stages have events exceeding unity (or 0 dB) with some scatter. However, the median of the
median polarization ratio shows more gradual trends. Breaking waves have median polarization ratios rang-
ing from 0 to 25 dB, without exhibiting a grazing dependency. Results for steep wave show more scatter
although negative median polarization ratios concentrate between 0 and 210 dB. On the other hand, rem-
nant foam shows a distinctive grazing angle dependency, with the median polarization ratio gradually
decreasing as the angle increases. By looking at polarization ratios event by event, no clear discrimination
of the wave stage can be done with this data set.

The previous results group events just based on viewing geometry. Next, we perform a similar analysis but
group the data by environmental parameters, such as wave height and direction, and wind speed and
direction (wave period did not vary significantly). In Figure 12, the median NRCS of breaking waves is
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presented as function of grazing angle and environmental parameters. No dependency on environmental
parameters is observed, despite the range of variation found in most of these parameters.

3.3. Doppler Spectrum
In addition to the time series of backscattered power, time series of the Doppler offset, Doppler bandwidth
and the mean Doppler spectrum (averaged over the 2 min time series) at each range bin were also
recorded. These parameters can provide further information regarding the scattering mechanisms and their
sources. For example, if pure Bragg scattering was the only mechanism, the mean Doppler spectrum would
show a peak at a frequency given by the Bragg resonant condition:

Figure 9. Histograms of median NRCS of ensemble events as function of grazing angle for (a and b) breaking, (c and d) steep waves, and (e and f) remnant foam patches. Histograms
are calculated at each range bin. (g and h) Red markers are the median NRCS of all events at each range bin for breakers (circles), steep waves (squares), and remnant foam (triangles)
which are grouped at the bottom for comparison. Columns correspond to (left) r0HH and (right) r0VV.
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fB5
cB

kB
5

2sin hcB

k0
; (3)

where fB, kB and cB are the frequency, wavelength, and phase speed of the Bragg waves. The latter can be
obtained from the deep water dispersion relation. k0 is the wavelength of the electromagnetic wave
(�3 cm at X-band) and h is the incidence angle. In the presence of longer surface gravity waves and/or
mean currents, the Doppler peak departs from fB as it is modulated by the long wave orbital velocities and/
or it is shifted by the mean current. However, in some situations, the Doppler peak is shifted toward even
higher frequencies (thus larger scatterer velocities) that correlate well with the phase speed of an underly-
ing long wave [e.g., Lee et al., 1995; Plant, 1997; Farquharson et al., 2005]. These fall outside of traditional

Figure 10. Histograms of median NRCS of ensemble events as function of RiverRad look angle. Same key as Figure 9.
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CST and suggest scattering from sources that are bound to the long waves and can be correlated to, but is
not limited to, breaking waves [Lee et al., 1995]. Here we note that the term bound does not refer to the
concept of bound waves arising from nonlinear interaction among harmonic frequencies that takes place
for shoaling gravity waves, but instead shorter waves riding on top the long wave such as parasitic capillary
waves arising from gentle breaking or when waves become steep enough [e.g., Rozenberg et al., 1995; Plant,
1997, 2003].

Figure 13 shows the range evolution of the mean Doppler spectra, where positive frequencies represent
scatterers traveling toward the antenna. The leftmost plot is HH Doppler spectra of collection 23691, when
several breaking events are present (cf. Figure 4a) whereas the center plots correspond to the HH and VV
Doppler spectra for collection 24868 when only one breaking event was detected (cf. Figure 4e). The verti-
cal white line denotes ranges where at least one breaking event was detected during the 2 min window.
Finally, plots (d)–(g) show the spectra at selected ranges, indicated by the white arrows in plots (a)–(c). It
can be seen that for the lower wave energy case (collection 24868, middle plots) the spectra show a distinct
behavior between locations where at least one breaking event was present and those where no breaking
occurs. For nonbreaking waves, the spectra show energy concentrated within a narrow range of frequencies
close to the Bragg frequency as indicated by the down-arrows in plots (d)–(g), with a clear bias toward posi-
tive frequencies, thus scatterers traveling toward the radar. See for example the thick lines corresponding
to collection 24868 in plot (d), r 5 525 m. As the wave shoals, the spectra at both polarizations broaden
slightly but, as observed by Lee et al. [1995], VV retains a local peak near the Bragg frequency, which is sig-
nificantly weaker in magnitude at HH (e.g., thick lines in Figure 13f at r 5 350 m). However, if the record con-
tains at least one breaking event, the distinction becomes negligible, both spectra become significantly
broader and peak at higher frequencies (e.g., spectra at r 5 250 m, roughly corresponding to x 5 300 m).
The spectra when waves are breaking show no clear polarization dependence (see thin lines in plots (e) and
(f)) and are nearly identical for both collections (plot (g)), despite the different number of breaking events
present. Moreover, in Figure 14 an estimation of the variability in Doppler spectra at this location for 14 col-
lections whose look angle was below /< 15� is presented, where shaded areas correspond to data within
one standard deviation from the mean. Again, variability between HH and VV data is negligible, but it is
remarkable the small degree of variability among these 14 runs as indicated by the small standard devia-
tion, despite them being collected for a range of environmental conditions. The number of breaking events
at this location varied between 1 and 6 events, indicating that one event suffices to dominate the spectra.
In addition, the spectral peak is narrow, indicating that the main scatterers travel at roughly the same speed
for all these collections.

However, the first plot of Figure 13 shows that the spectra also are subject to broadening at locations where
breaking was not identified. However, at these locations very steep waves were identified (see Figure 4a)
indicating waves initiating the breaking process. We will discuss this in the following sections.

Figure 11. Histograms of polarization ratio RHV of ensemble events as function of grazing angle for (a) breaking, (b), steep waves, and (c) remnant foam patches. Symbols follow the
same key as Figure 9.
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3.4. Doppler Offset
Finally, we analyze the Doppler offset fD, which corresponds to the frequency of the Doppler spectral peak
at each time and range bin. Although the information at frequencies other than the spectral peak is dis-
carded, the analysis of this quantity can be related to the mean radial surface velocity of the dominant scat-
terers, V, by [e.g., Plant et al., 2005]:

V5
fDk0

2sin h
; (4)

thus allowing the analysis of its time and space evolution at high resolution. Time-space maps of the along-
range surface velocity are shown in Figure 15 (collection 23691, energetic wave conditions) and Figure 16
(collection 24868, milder wave conditions), where thin black contours indicate breaking waves. Both time-

Figure 12. Median NRCS of breaking waves classified by environmental parameters magnitude. Rows correspond to significant wave height Hm0, mean wave direction, wind speed, and
wind direction, respectively. Columns correspond to (left) r0HH and (right) r0VV.
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space maps clearly show the pres-
ence of propagating waves, espe-
cially for the more energetic wave
conditions when wave tracks can be
seen at all ranges. When waves are
smaller, tracks are more discernible
at VV than HH as expected from
CST. Negative velocities (moving
away from the antenna) are
observed in the wave troughs, but
are more evident for the milder
wave conditions. Their absolute
magnitude is significantly smaller
than the magnitudes observed near
wavefronts and crests. Regardless of
environmental conditions, active
breaking exhibits large velocities
that decay as the waves progress
onshore.

Figure 13. Mean Doppler spectra, dB. (a) Collection 23691 at HH, (b) HH, and (c) VV for collection 24868, where white line indicates ranges where at least one breaking event was
detected. (d–g) Plots of mean Doppler spectra at ranges indicated by white arrows in plots (a–c). Blue lines correspond to VV and red lines to HH. Thicker lines correspond to collection
24868. Black arrows indicate the Bragg frequency.

Figure 14. Doppler spectra variability at r 5 250 m, for collections where /< 15� . Shaded
areas correspond to data within one standard deviation from the mean, mean not shown.
Lines correspond to spectra of collection 24868 (see Figure 13) for reference. Blue is VV
and red is HH.
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Figure 17 shows the profiles of the surface velocities, derived from the Doppler offset, of the individual
wave events identified in section 3.2.1. The surface velocities associated with breaking events are much
larger than those of nonbreaking events. The surface velocity of the active breaking waves exceed 5 m/s
and do not show a clear distinction between polarizations nor different environmental conditions. The
range profiles of the surface velocity at each time step show a peak in velocity magnitude. Nonbreaking
waves in turn show smaller surface velocities in the shoaling region, usually not exceeding 2 m/s.

In summary, observation of a suite of radar backscattering parameters have been presented for the different
stages of the nearshore wave breaking cycle, with a special emphasis on the scattering from surf zone
breaking waves. While most of the results are consistent in some aspects with previous observations, certain
specific details are worth to be highlighted. We will discuss them in the following sections.

Figure 15. Time-space maps of surface radial velocities (m/s) derived from the Doppler offset, for collection 23691. (a) HH and (b) VV. Thin contours denote locations identified as break-
ing, and dashed contours correspond to the individual wave identified in section 3.2.1.

Figure 16. Time-space maps of surface radial velocities (m/s) derived from the Doppler offset, for collection 23868. Same key as Figure 15.
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4. Discussion

In this section, we will discuss the ramifications of some of the results from this study and place those
results in context with previous work. First, we note that previous studies have attempted to define the
characteristics of microwave scattering from breaking waves in order to use radar observations for wave
breaking detection. One potentially detectable characteristic is the presence of high polarization ratios
[Hwang et al., 2008]. In the present work, we were able to examine the polarization ratios along individual
wave profiles and to spatially correlate the observed high polarization ratios (RHV> 0) to the portion of the
front face of the wave that leads the active breaking region, which is consistent with models for multipath
scattering. Moreover, the active breaking portion yields polarization ratios of (RHV � 0). Models for the
source of multipath reflections include: bulges and plumes [Wetzel, 1986, 1990], water dihedrals [Trizna,
1997; Plant et al., 2010], and the shape of the water surface near breaking [e.g., Lewis and Olin, 1980; West,
1999; Fuchs et al., 1999; Sletten et al., 2002; Melief et al., 2006; Li and West, 2006]. Hence, while multipath scat-
tering (and high polarization ratios) can be associated with the shape of waves that are breaking, they are
not inherent properties of the active breaking region where most of the wave dissipation is occurring. In
addition, our results indicate that steep waves and remnant foam can also induce large polarization ratios,
which further complicates the association of high polarization ratios with active wave breaking.

A second known characteristic of the scattering from breaking waves is that the mean Doppler spectrum is
subject to broadening and bias to higher frequencies by sporadic, but large power, scattering events. The
Doppler peak is shifted to high frequencies by scattering arising from the active breaking portion of the
wave [e.g., Smith et al., 1996] with spectral broadening being driven by surface disturbances produced on the

Figure 17. Space-time evolution of the surface radial velocity for the corresponding profiles of Figures 5–7. Similar key as Figure 5, plus
solid blue lines corresponding to the modeled phase speed c of a linear wave, dashed blue lines correspond to 1.3c, and red lines corre-
spond to the orbital velocity extrema. Solid surface radial velocity lines are HH records, and dashed lines correspond to VV data. (a) Collec-
tion 23691, (b) Collection 24863, (c) Collection 24868, and (d) Bathymetric profile (December 2007).
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turbulent front face that have a range of speeds about their spatial mean, which is the local wave celerity
[e.g., Fuchs et al., 1999; Coakley et al., 2001; Farquharson et al., 2005]. All locations where breaking waves were
identified, this shift and broadening were identified in the Doppler spectra. Herein, we have shown that for
surf zone waves the presence of even just one breaking event (during a 2 min record) is sufficient to funda-
mentally change the mean Doppler spectrum. Moreover, we have found that the spectra at locations where
breaking was persistent among different collections showed little variability, also indicating that the scatter-
ing characteristics do not depend on environmental parameters for breaking waves.

However, it is also known that small-scale bound waves can also lead to spectral broadening and peak fre-
quency shifting toward high frequencies, as shown for different microwave frequencies and incidence
angles by Rozenberg et al. [1995, 1996]; Plant [1997, 2003], among others. We also found evidence of spec-
tral broadening at locations where breaking was not identified, although steepening waves were found on
occasion at these locations. Even though they worked at a different frequency and grazing angle, Jessup
et al. [1991] considered the spectral broadening as a breaking indicator, but they considered as breakers
waves whose breaking onset was up to 20% of the wavelength downwave. For our results, the broadening
takes place up to one wavelength upwave of the breaking onset (see Figure 13), preventing considering
them as an active breaking wave and complicating the use of spectral broadening as a breaking indicator.

It is also of interest to investigate whether the time varying, line of sight Doppler velocity (corresponding to
the peak in the Doppler spectrum) can be related to the local wave height. For nonbreaking waves, and in the
absence of strong winds, the oscillations in the Doppler velocity about the Bragg peak should represent the
surface orbital velocity of the incoming waves. This is potentially a useful tool for the remote measurement of
surface displacements and/or wave height [Nwogu and Lyzenga, 2010]. However, our results indicate that
such a methodology will require extreme care for systems operating in the nearshore at low grazing angles.
Specifically in Figure 17, we compare the observed Doppler velocities with estimates of the local wave surface
orbital velocity amplitude um and the local wave celerity c computed from linear wave theory by:

c5

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
g
k

tanh ðkhÞ
r

; (5)

um5
H
2

2p
Tp

cosh ðkhÞ
sinh ðkhÞ ; (6)

Figure 18. Grazing angle dependency of NRCS from various data sets. Line corresponds to grazing angle dependency of a Lambertian
scattering surface.
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where h is the local water depth, and Tp, k, and H are the gravity wave period, wavenumber, and height,
respectively. Although nonlinear effects can affect the phase speed c by more than 10% in the surf zone
[e.g., Catal�an and Haller, 2008], we use the linear dispersion model as a first step in the comparison. We
note the use of only um as waves were approximately shore-normal. The best estimate we have for the
bathymetry during the experiment is the data collected the previous winter (December 2007), which we
used in the calculation of c and um. This bathymetry showed nearly alongshore uniform profiles, with an off-
shore bar near x 5 400 m in the FRF system, and is qualitatively similar to the conditions present in this
study. The surface orbital velocity amplitude is also dependent on the local wave height, which was esti-
mated using the Thornton and Guza [1983] wave transformation model initialized with data from the FRF
8m array. The line of sight velocity was then calculated by multiplying by cos/. The results are presented in
blue (c, solid; 1.3 c, dashed) and red lines (6um) shown in Figure 17.

The model-data comparison shows that the observed surface velocities correlate fairly well with the estimated
surface orbital velocity for nonbreaking waves and with the estimated wave celerity for breaking waves. How-
ever, for the nonbreaking waves it appears only the positive shoreward velocities at the wave crests are well
captured and the velocities in the wave troughs are near 0 m/s, which is likely an underestimate of their mag-
nitude. More importantly, the transition of the Doppler velocities from their correspondence to orbital veloc-
ities to wave celerity instead, takes place over short cross-shore distances. Hence, relating the observed
velocities to wave characteristics will require specific knowledge of the time-space variability of wave
breaking.

Finally, it was found that the backscattering from the active breaking portion of the wave can reach similar
scattering levels at both polarizations and is generally insensitive to wave and wind conditions, and azi-
muthal angle. Median NRCS values were close to 220 dB, while showing a positive dependency on grazing
angle. These NRCS levels are larger than those predicted by CST, and also larger by a few dB than the scat-
tering from other scattering sources as observed herein, but are generally lower than previous observations
in the surf zone. However, it must be noted that the present data have been obtained at lower grazing
angles (less than 3.5�). To put the data in context, a summary of previous nearshore observations and the
present data set are presented in Figure 18 [Kalmykov et al., 1976; Lewis and Olin, 1980; Haller and Lyzenga,
2003; Farquharson et al., 2005]. We have also included one laboratory data set by [Coakley et al., 2001], and
data taken at 3� grazing by McLaughlin et al. [1995], although for very short waves, thus steepness limited,
in a nearshore setting. It is worth noting that these previously reported values correspond to peak NRCS,
whereas our data has been presented in terms of median NRCS. For this reason, the HH NRCS maxima have
also been included for reference. While our data are indeed a few dB lower than other surf zone data, they
compare favorably with data from [McLaughlin et al., 1995] taken at similar grazing angles. Moreover, if all
data are considered in unison, a positive grazing angle dependency trend is apparent. The exceptions are
the data by Kalmykov et al. [1976], which exceeds significantly the values observed here at similar grazing
angles. Although, we note that those data were collected as waves broke over a breakwater, and were chal-
lenged to explain the scattering mechanism responsible for such high NRCS values.

Therefore, we consider the present scattering levels from breaking waves to be in accordance with previ-
ously reported data. Moreover, it is indicative that the overall scattering from the active breaking portion of
the wave shows a clear dependency on grazing angle, but no polarization dependency. While it is accepted
that several scattering mechanisms can coexist during the breaking cycle studied here, the obvious source
of scattering from the active breaking portion is that of a very rough surface [Kalmykov et al., 1976; Lewis
and Olin, 1980; Coakley et al., 2001], which is generated mechanically by the breaking process. Its NRCS is
not directly dependent on environmental conditions and can yield similar scattering levels for both polar-
izations, hence, polarization ratios close to unity. Recently, Hwang et al. [2013] found that temporal decorre-
lation of breaking waves was consistent with that of a very rough surface, and could be used as wave
breaking discriminator for InSAR imagery. Despite the obviousness of the rough surface assumption, no spe-
cific model exists to predict the nature of the rough surface or the apparent independence from environ-
mental parameters found here. Lewis and Olin [1980] and Coakley et al. [2001] succinctly suggest it is a
Lambertian scatterer, for which case the incident angle dependency should follow a cosine law. In Figure
18, the cos h (in dB, when compared against normal incidence) expected rate of decay of a Lambertian scat-
terer has been superimposed on the data. It can be seen that an overall good agreement on the trend is
obtained despite the scatter of about 610 dB from individual data sets.
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5. Conclusions

In this work, we have investigated the scattering characteristics of waves as they undergo the different
stages of the depth-limited breaking cycle in the surf zone. Our experimental setting allowed measure-
ments at lower grazing angles than previously reported. The use of an automated, independent discrimina-
tion algorithm allowed the study of a larger number of events than previous nearshore studies. A suite of
microwave parameters was analyzed, including the backscattered NRCS, polarization ratios, and Doppler
spectra. While most of the observations are consistent in one way or another with prior research at low
grazing angles, the most outstanding results are those regarding scattering from the active breaking por-
tion of the wave, where both polarizations present sustained levels of relatively large and nearly identical
scattered power yielding median polarization ratios slightly less than unity. No dependency on look angle
or environmental parameters was found for active breaking. Median NRCS are slightly larger than those of
steepening waves, yet lower than those observed at slightly higher grazing angles by previous research.
However, a positive dependency on grazing angle which correlates well with existing data was found. In
addition, active breaking clearly broadens the Doppler spectrum, and a single breaking event suffices to
induce this broadening. This means that the Doppler spectrum is highly sensitive to the large power of
breaking events. In turn, the Doppler speeds of breaking waves are due to a population of energetic scatter-
ers traveling with the carrier wave. These results were found to be consistent with scattering from a very
rough surface that is being mechanically generated by the breaking process, with a similar grazing angle
dependency of a Lambertian scatterer.

Finally, we observed that steep waves and remnant foam can reach large backscattered power on occasion,
but typically scatter at least 5–15 dB less than breaking. Their VV returns are usually larger than HH, and
their Doppler velocity correlates well with the wave orbital velocity. For all wave stages, the polarization
ratio exhibits a large amount of variability and values exceeding unity, making this parameter unreliable as
discriminator of wave breaking. Instead, high polarization ratios are found on the shoreward edge of the
active breaking waves, indicating two distinct scattering regimes. The use of other microwave parameters
also points to different stages of the wave cycle yielding similar scattering characteristics as active breaking
on occasion. Consequently, if used independently, they would be unreliable discriminators, highlighting the
challenges in identifying breaking waves on microwave data alone. This further emphasizes the benefits
that sensor fusion techniques as the one used here can have for nearshore remote sensing.
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